HANA Health Care Control Center
Automate, analyze and adjust your HANA system

The HANA Health Control Center pivots your agency from reactive to proactive database
management. It replaces the time-intensive effort of running manual SQL scripts to monitor
and troubleshoot your system. The Center’s comprehensive self-service dashboard enables
your staff to schedule and run automated mini-checks and review historic results and trends.
Ensure your system’s long-term usability and minimize service interruptions with:

Continuous Monitoring

Actionable Results

Proactively monitor your HANA environment

Identify areas of concern with a 12-month

to pinpoint and identify problems before

historical trend analysis, visual dashboards

they impact mission critical operations.

and interactive charts. Leverage real-time

Catch potential configuration issues and

data and analytics to deliver insight, break

security risks that could affect data integrity,

down critical findings, and provide high-value

performance or stability.

recommendations.

ALL OF THE INSIGHT WITH NONE OF THE LIMITATIONS

CONFIGURATION

SIZE

RUN COUNT

There is no limit to how
you run your HANA
configuration. Health Control
Center is an internal webbased application that
sits on top of the HANA
database, behind your
agency’s firewall.

Maintain critical uptime,
regardless of the size of your
HANA installation. Configure
Health Control Center to
meet your agency’s needs,
whether you have one or
many HANA systems.

Health Control Center
automates system
monitoring. Configure Health
Control Center system to run
as many systems checks
as needed for optimum
performance.

HANA Health Care Control Center
Optimize HANA system stability, performance and operations in three simple steps:

1

Automate Mini-Checks — Streamline the oversight of your HANA environment
•
•
•
•
•

2

Analyze and Synthesize Data — Open a window into your HANA database ecosystem
•
•
•
•
•

3

Reduce the time and resources spent running manual diagnostic SQL scripts.
Identify stability and performance issues caused by incorrect configuration.
Isolate potential security risks related to user roles and privileges.
Review file system, authentication, and encryption settings against best practices.
Automatically run the correct scripts for your system - even post upgrade.

Catch issues before the normal flow of your operations can be affected.
Gain valuable insight without deep dive analysis through an intuitive dashboard.
Analyze health trends through a powerful set of trending and contextual data.
Review live results data with charts and graphs that are updated in real time.
Access system expertise through dynamic links to the SAP HANA support library.

Take Action — Pinpoint issues and resolve them rapidly
•
•
•
•

Generate high-value security and configuration resolution recommendations.
Drill down on critical findings and review areas of concern in full detail.
Review critical issues after major events to quickly answer “how are we doing?”
Spend more time focusing on your mission not database administration.

HANA Health Center implementation includes valuable NS2’s technical expertise. Our experts
work with your agency to deliver a turnkey solution that is tailored to the needs of your
mission. The result is actionable insight and recommendations that support your agency’s
unique system requirements. HANA Health Control Center’s automated review and results
interpretation significantly reduces manual efforts - saving agencies the cost of ¾ of a highly
skilled technical FTE position.
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